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SM Physics (with tagged protons)
• The LHC offers a wide range of possibilities for exploring the Standard
Model with tagged protons. Some examples:
Inclusive Hard
Diffraction

Central Exclusive
Production
★

Glueball searches.

★

Properties of gluon jets.

Single diffractive jet, Z, W
and J/ production.
★

Soft Physics

Dileptons - exclusive
photon and proton structure.

★

Vector meson production
and the gluon/saturation.

★

★

★

★

Wigner distribution.

Testing the Odderon
discovery.

Double pomeron
exchange - dijes and
★

A broad programme
improving our understanding
of pp interactions.

• Measure through special runs and/or tagged protons + high lumi
• Focus here on CEP (! my work), but not to forget the others…
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+ jets.

entral exclusive diffraction, or central exclusive production (CEP) is the
Central Exclusive Production
ocess
h(p1 )h(p2 ) → h(p1′ ) + X + h(p2′ )
Central Exclusive Production (CEP) is the interaction:

hh ! h + X + h

• Diffraction: colour singlet exchange between colliding hadrons, with lar

rapidity
gaps (‘+’)
in the
final
state. between colliding protons, with
• Diffractive:
colour
singlet
exchange

large rapidity
gaps (‘+’)
the finalbut
state.
• Exclusive:
hadrons
loseinenergy,
remain intact after collision and ca
in principal
behadron
measured
by detectors
positioned
down
the beam line.
• Exclusive:
lose energy,
but remain
intact after
the collision.

• Central:
a systemofofmass
mass M
thethe
collision
pointpoint,
and only
• Central:
a system
MXX is
is produced
producedat at
collision
and o
decayproducts
products are
are present
central
detector.
its its
decay
presentininthethe
central
detector region.
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Advantages of CEP
• Clean, definite final state: object X+ nothing else from interaction.
• Protons intact and can be tagged ) provides additional information
about central state, as well as selection of CEP events.

• Exclusive nature of the final state and kinematics of this provide
important constraints on the final state (spin-parity-colour selection).

! Naturally provides complementary handle to study BSM/SM in
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of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominan
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the
is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentiall
resolution,12irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system.
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Fig. 5.10: Invariant mass of the J/yJ/y system in (left) exclusive and (right) inclusive event
shaded area is the theoretical prediction of Ref. [26]
3 Future measurement at low/medium luminosity: motivation
3.1 Photon–induced processes

Figure 3.1.1
1: The
basic photoproduction
mechanism for
the
Diffractive
gp !
V p exclusive process pp → p + X + p.
C-odd, couples to photons + gluons
produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with Va(z,screening
gluon exchan
Photon-induced
k?)
Model production
via QCD (left) and photon induced (right)
the colour.
theory.
Q̄

Photoproduction

(1

~

W2

rocesses) dominate at higher diphoton masses [176]. It is
ntribution dominates at high diphoton masses [174, 175, 177]
t studies. This is the first time that we put all terms inside a

ction

(z, ~k? )

Q

z, ~k? )

V M = J/ , 0 , ⌥, ⌥0, . . .

~

2
p

p
F(x, ) = @G(x, )/@ log 2

Each one offers different possibilities…
Fig. 5.11: Diagrams representing the exclusive diffractive g p ! V p amplitude.
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is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the
centrally produced system X. The basic mechanism driving the process

QCD-induced
CEP
There are several reasons why
CEP is especially attractive for searches

First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small
good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz
Pure QCD production.
Theory depends on scale of process:
selection rule [12]. 1.3.
Here
Jz theory
is the projection of the total angular mome
Regge
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of
β1 (t1 )
★ Lower mass systemsof Reggenew
theory.
of tools
the observed
(for example,1 Higgs-like) resonance, when
the dom
1
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive,
the energy loss o
ξ1
`Double Pomeron Exchange’.
is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a pot
★ Hadron spectroscopy in unprecedented high
X
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally
produced sys
energy ‘gluon-rich’ environment.
topical cases, in particular, for Higgs boson production,
a signal-to-bac
ξ2
1 (or glueball
even better)
is achievable
due to Jz
★ Particularly interesting:
(+ other
exotic [3, 211], [13]-[18]. In particular,
2
β2 (t2 ) (mb /ET )2 , where ET i
order
QCD
b
b̄
production
is
suppressed
by
a
factor
searches).
< 150 GeV,
Figure 1.9:for
Double
Pomeron
exchange
diagram
of a particle
of the b, b̄ jets. Therefore,
a low
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Higgs,
Mfor
thereorissy
H the
∼ production

•

★

Higher mass systems- apply pQCD.

particles X, of mass MX .

quite CEP
a successful description of all such soft diﬀractive reactions.
One example: exclusive jet production.
Finally, we can consider the ‘double Pomeron exchange’ (DPE) diagram sh
theory: dominantly gg colour singlet dijets.
Novel
Fig. 1.9,
where now both hadrons ‘emit’ a Pomeron and these ‘fuse’ to form some
(or system of particles) X. In this case either or both protons can dissociate, altho
features (radiation patterns/zeros) in trijets.

★

will be concerned with the case where both protons remain intact: this then corr

to the CEP process which is the subject of this thesis. The study of DPE has
Others: exclusive Higgs… Lower mass:
history, which we do not describe here– we refer the reader to [49] for a compre
quarkonia (exotic/conventional),
…review. We can write the amplitude for the process AB → A + X + B in the fa

★

form
Figure
1: Khoze,
The basic
mechanism
forJ.the exclusive process pp → p + X
LHL, V. A.
M. G.
Ryskin,
Eur. Phys.
M = A(s1 , t1 )A(s2 , t2 )M(IP IP → X) ,
C76 (2016) no.1,
9 fusion of two active
produced
by the
gluons, with a screening gluon e

Photon-induced CEP and BSM
• Of particular interest for BSM is the photon-initiated channel:
★

Clean and well understood

★

Impact of non-QED physics (e.g. MPI ! `survival probability’) low.

★
★

initial state.

Tagged protons: take data during nominal runs.

Prospects for e.g. anomalous coupling (Christophe’s talk) and LbyL in PbPb/pp.

Other possibilities for EW-coupled BSM physics (Monopoles, SUSY…) Cross
sections often low ! higher lumi. definitely helps.
★

SM benchmark: high mass l+ l production. Sensitive to pp physics, photon PDF
in non-inclusive environment…
★

Tools: SuperChic MC
• A MC event generator for CEP

background is expected to be manageable [44, 45]. The CEP of the odd–parity hc,b
cross sections are predicted to be similarly suppressed to the higher spin cc,b states,
a further potential observable. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the distributions of
are expected to be highly sensitive to the spin–parity of the produced quarkonium
e soft survival factors. Finally, exclusive photoproduction of C–odd quarkonia (J/y,
ch interest; this is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.

processes. Common platform for:

‣

QCD-induced CEP.

‣

Photoproduction.

‣

Photon-photon induced CEP.

• Most complete generator of its kind. Code and manual available at:

s and outlook

mode of the cc meson is to J/yg, with the only significant experimental background
from y(2S) ! J/yp 0 p 0 where only one photon is identified from the subsequent

https://superchic.hepforge.org

Events per /50

22having no other activity inside
mass of the di-muon plus photon system in events
c) pp
p+ +p
20
Data
18
SuperCHIC MC
16
(Normalized
to data)
1 of
de preliminary measurements [39] of the production
of
c
mesons
with
37
pb
c
14
f events proceeds as for the J/y selection in Sec. 12
5.4.4 but now one (rather than no)
equired. The invariant mass of the di-muon plus photon
system is shown in Fig. 5.4
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from the SuperCHIC simulation [31, 46] for cc0 ,8cc1 .cc2 signal contributions and
nd. The CDF collaboration made the first observation
[38] of CEP of cc mesons
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LHL, V. A. Khoze, M. G. Ryskin, Eur. Phys. J.
C76 (2016) no.1, 9

What SuperChic does/doesn’t do
• QCD-induced production:
SM Higgs.
★ Jets.
★ Quarkonia
★ Light meson pairs

• Photoproduction:
Light mesons ( ⇢, ).
★ Quarkonia ( J/ , ⌥ )

★

★

★

•Photon-induced production:
Lepton pair.
★ W pair.
★
(LbyL in pp ).
★ SM Higgs
★

• All in official release. Not done, but available unofficially: heavy ion
collisions, SUSY, Monopoles…

• Work currently ongoing to include heavy ion collisions (! LbyL in PbPb),
including full treatment of QCD-induced BG. Expect update in O(month).

• Other available generator: FPMC (Christophe’s talk).

Low-mass spectroscopy: tools
• Key example - glueball searches (special runs).
• To my knowledge no public tool for low mass resonances via CEP.
• Dime MC: models continuum ( ⇡⇡, KK... ).
• Possibility (in principle) to extend for resonance searches.
https://dimemc.hepforge.org

LHL, V. A. Khoze, M. G. Ryskin, Eur. Phys. J.
C74 (2014) 2848

Figure 4.

Processes favouring glue

YP Contributions
• Experimental
contributions from:

★

ALICE (E. Kryshen, C Mayer)

★

ATLAS (J. Gramling, K. Schmeiden, M. Rijssenbeek).

★

CMS (C. Royon).

• Focus on physics opportunities with tagged protons + high lumi, and special
runs (special optics, heavy ions etc).

• Theory: provide contribution giving motivation/predictions (SuperChic) for
CEP in the HL-LHC:
Exclusive Jets.
★ High mass lepton pair production.
★ SM Higgs (?).
★ Charm sector.
★

BSM: anomalous coupling (C. Royon),
monopoles, SUSY…
★

Light-by-light scattering: predictions
and BGs in pp and PbPb.
★

• Other topics: lower mass spectroscopy (glueballs, exotics…). Inclusive
diffraction. Soft physics…

• Contact will continue with the LHC Forward Physics Working group.

